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Scene 1.









Opens with...

1 second screen of red blue green and yellow silver then gold for ½ second black then white.





Commentory

Expedite & Golden Hello this Square shooter of a Gamecock Golden Goose well grounded  think up wonderwork Magical realism Spirituous Ultraism for Think over think over & again. Tis.Elemental fundemental essential.Ultimately spirit Good Shepherd for goldrush.





Sensory Description
 
Many pictures of precious gems stones diamonds and silver & gold expensive minerals silks spices of finest quality with all there dazzling fire and exotic rich colours falling from the sky.“Entertaining an easy to eye & ear.”



Continued 

All known powerful people politicians most famous people of the earth not in any specific order best photographic shots…scrolling upwards on both sides of the screen at a good pace just enough time to quickly see each one.Whilst the same take has advertised all of the top brands/products moving up slightly slower filling the middle of the screen.'Loads of advertising.'



To have 3 thin titled banners going along the bottem & top of the page displaying URLS of the best webites of the world.In middle of screen melting pot of silver & alchemy gold transmutation process



Black & white ½ second frame…
Scrolling from bottem to top both sides of the screen 1 person per second each side the shot some of the powerful famous people of the world speaking in the voices of the charactors of this film plus other voices of the dead and living to specify different accents with  echos all talking absolute sense ( Knowledge.)…“Zap.”



 Continued 



Scrolling on the bottem and top of screen regulary throughout the film pictures of real world gangs mafias no names just there colours flags emblems every country in the world  for 1 wild example different motorcycle gangs riding in formation +  photos of all the worlds dictators…With a regular spray of bullets going randomly across the screen left and right.

















Scene 2













Audiable Tribal Drum Beat  With  Description Continued

Whole second frame of red blue green and yellow.in that order.
Silver then gold for ½ seconds.Then those colours in basic circle square triangle  circle shape combinations



..Screen goes dark the above shapes in golden colour as in the rosary.Containing secrets of nature eternal life.



Scene Continued




The Punk Rocker turned up with his older brothers at Big Mike the Biker from Manchesters home as he’d been mouthing off yesterday that he was going to kill Trevor.They let themselves in through the back door into big Mikes kitchen to find him standing across the other side of the room with some of his crooked scouse copper friends drinking.


Jon the punk said “That right your going to do my brother Trevor.“


Big mike snapped angrily and said “I’m gonna fucking kill you all!”


 The punk calmly walked across the room over to him,“come on then.”


 Big Mike went for the knife draw quick as a flash the punk rocker picked up a f****** great  knife which was layed on the table now in front of him and bang stuck it in that geezers neck.He fell over wobbling to the floor his mates didn’t do nothing they were too shit scared and shocked.


The punk roared "You won’t be threatening my brothers again in an hurry will ya."


&  laughed "HAHAHAHA."


.The brothers calmly walked out and got into their cars and drove off. 







Description

Scrolling on the bottem and top of screen,pictures of real world gangs mafias no names just there colours flags emblems of every country in the world more photos of all the worlds worst dictators…With a regular spray of bullets going randomly across the screen left and right .




 
Music fades in fades out Acid drum machine 
 
with...
 

Complete ½ and then 1 whole second screens of red blue green and yellow.




Audio Change of acid drum music

...
 
Silver then gold for 1 second twice with alternating black & white squares.



Description & Commentary Continued


Incredible bad luck supernatural,plus lots of inventions…HE’S A TERRIBLE TACTITIONER .THE BADDEST INNOVATOR. + HE’S GOT A BIG IRON WHIP STICK HE IS THE 2ND MOST POWERFUL AT WITCHCRAFTING & IN THE WIZARD SIR…HE IS THE LITTLE MAN WITH HORNS/THE DEVIL INCARNATE THAT CAN BRING PLAUGUES OF FUCKING LOCUSTS MATE.

But I speak for God I speak for him before time his head cracked open like a bloody egg mate/ cracked open plus father put him self back fucking together mate. 
  
O
L
D

So am 'I'.

PLUS THE 'O'L'D'  SAID WHATS COMING  IS GOING TO WIPE HIM OUT LIKE YOU WOULDN’T BELIEVE BROTHER & GOD INVENTED IT PLUS I CAN’T SEE THE UNIVERSE ENDING WITHEN THE NEXT HUNDRED BILLION YEARS MATE & SAY THAT. THE LAST THING ANYONE WANTS IS ANY GANG OF BIKERS TURNING UP AT MY FUCKING HOUSE ALRIGHT & SAY THAT.

 The devil is the only one who can eat hogs in hell.Most people get nothing if they’re fucking lucky.They might have Curry Powder.He has Tarantulas & sickly sweet spider cake  '17' F******* inventions +...  PLUS if they’re Really  bad  they’re get a fucking  Devil Sausage bad hiding & far  fucking worse…+ They’re all having that  fucking now brother & The man my father is on the way home on the bus to his room right fucking now to a fucking brain injury unit Mr Devil you fucking rotter your going to have a terrible fucking afterlife with your bosses with everyone you love...Look at my fathers beautiful   swollen poisend hand &  stomach you nasty fuckin rotten fuckin wanker & you mr Devil who revels + Presidents & Brother outfits +++++ plus I'm being injected in the fffin f******* heart whilst  I sleep ' will & can cut all your f*******   legs off at the hip just like Mr  Blank with you /& already sewed them back f******* on  because I'm a f*******  Ch****ian in hell  ... 'o' ... for that one now missing.& like my father,God as far as the Devils concerned + Brother outfits mate.















Scene 3















Description & Music  heavy 80s funk drum beat  


Black screen with lots of terrible dirty black men talking & laughing 


Picture of a black black man with...






Commentary

 
Black Mark Reggae Mark Dirty Mark:
“Bonifide rasclot.”
Mark is to betrayed as just a good a character as a bad,he is a lover.

Black screen with lots of terrible dirty black men talking & laughing 






Commentary

 
Plus annihilate turned to stone by the giant little head man  below by plenty Red Blue Black and bad blood + black magic voodoo & Ting.






Continuing the scene...



Plus the bit before he thought to me done you a bodge job there mate thought back to him  I know you  just done me a bodge job there mate because you just thought to me.Sign here he said.Sure I said … It was early afternoon in big city there was a knock at the door.

"Hello I’ve come to service your gas system."

After the engineer checked the work he called me over to the metre cuboard he showed me his gas guage for checking the pressure asked me how much I put on the metre each week. 

“Your losing about £4.50 a week somewhere inside the flat I cannot find the leak or smell it ?”

I told him that the company hired by the BLANK  fitted them the day after I moved in about 6 / 7 months ago & gave me the Safety Certificate passed.He told me that he will have to come back tomorrow to find it plus he was sorry but he’d have to close it down or he could be done for Manslaughter.Left me an electric heater as it was cold.The next day he returned eventually found the leak in the Kitchen next to a fuzed electricity switch,fixed it & passed it with a Safety Certificate.
I thought to myself  I’ve been blessed by god,I haven’t blown up I thought again to myself surely that isn’t right I should be able to sue for shoddy workmanship of the below group.I phoned a Legal Aid Solicitor who I thought was told to be an ass of the law after conversation,bad legal advice.A Mr  Cider Snake pal ?

I explained the situation to him clearly.His advice boar dissapointment to me it was.

“What do you want to sue for Mr blank the money you was losing from your metre.“

I explained calmly no and that not only myself could of died from the potential massive explosion but the nice young couple upstairs.He said that I didn’t have a case though I had the evidence .No help.I took it at face value.








Commentary

…Like the guy at the bank confirmed to him iain they’ve been putting all sorts of filth in his water tank.






Commentary 

 Black mans voice


"These geezers can’t understand  WHY YOUR EVEN FUCKING ALIVE MATE…



 

Main Commentary

Quickly bringing back his mind to the fucking mosquitoes and Shit hes finding biting  him and now the spider tonight  I will not even mention the things in the flat ‘Creepycrawlies’ and far FUCKING worse pal.Thought to myself  because of voices/witchcraft an all I’ve cold a bad stomach and headaches but I’ve only been saying that because me got schizophrenia man innit when I havn’t even  had a  runny fucking nose brother for fuckin years mate.





Audio visual of 2 muscle man bikers eating hamburgers

Jons grown up son 28 years on.Spoken of him by ? "Well after another bout of mind boxing  and warfare he went and done a number on all their souls whilst over asleeping on med.the brothers hard thinker thick man,giant rotter Bobby the Bad,  and all of the elders of their Family.Put them in the back of an ambulance all in Hospital,when then there they  caught   Hospital ‘Super Germ’ man tradgic isn't + zap.” 















Scene 4











Description

Complete ½ then 1 whole second screens of red blue green and yellow in combination.always in that order.






Commentary 

Now it was the 80s and the gangster thug took his peer pressure very seriously the gang were riding about regulary with there fire arms this particular time his friends went after a big gang of Teddy boys they tracked them down onto some waste ground after a lot of bad exchanged words his friends said to him


 "Go on jon blow his kneecaps off.”


 So without hesitation he gave them a pasting because he was that sort of bloke in those days.


Double gun shot


 The Big Belly Man bled to death and his gang scattered.






 
Continuing description...With it as commentary


Scrolling up the screen expensive minerals silks spices of finest quality with all there dazzling fire and exotic rich colours all running through themselves.  


Scrolling on the bottem and top of screen, film pictures of real world gangs mafias no names just there colours flags emblems every country in the world.Regular spray of bullets going randomly across the screen left and right.With many pictures of guns & other weapons…








Commentary

"Alchemists Vial sir."


Spelt out Elixir.
 

"Remember  me saying now & then put a wee bit of something well nasty in my food but remember to not ever tell when its done because it makes a better man of me gives me hairs on me chest plus  power…"
















Scene 5











Music African drums


Complete ½  second screens of red blue green and yellow.Silver then gold for 1 second twice in succession.1 second screen of black and white chequers moving up down left right with a compass turning clockwise.




 
Music to 80s heavy Funk for 4 seconds






Music in background light piano music then fast drum beats with the dancer. 


"Eating alone tonight Sir ?" 

Spoke the waiter in a soft voice as the big African Bogeyman sat down at his table in this Top Nosh Resturaunt where he had done many a crooked Business deal with zoomorphism.

He ordered his food.

“I’ll have a rack of Monkey Spare Ribs with Long Grain rice and a bottle of your finest red and hurry up with my fucking  food man.”

He butters a bread roll whilst smiling to himself as he watches mesmerized the exotic entertainment on show tonight being a belly dancer and the wild contorting of her body plus her singing went something along the lines of jibberish …waieihyhiyiahehuyweuaihyaa …


Spelt out 10 minutes in red with blue background for 2 seconds 


The waiter serves the African Business mans food and says proudly …

" Just the way you like them Sir medium rare crispy cooked fried in sizzling hot bulls blood.Enjoy bon appetite.”

The man looks up at the glass roof where his glazed eyes flicker once & for the very last time at the full moon.He then raises the dodgy meat to his mouth quick as a flash with fork there is a loud crack of thunder he knows the crack that geezer plus a lightening bolt sent from God strikes him down dead sir.

Zap. 






  
Commentary with the visuals

"Every bit of tat the Alchemist transmuted into the finest gold,silver & diamonds..."


Screen turns red blue green and yellow quartered turns clockwise with the black hands of a clock telling the time of  ten to two in the middle.














Scene 6















Spelt out with Comentary... 

Tracking each other on streets signals dictophones,dancing.Black mark the drug trafficker connected with  dirty blank powers & Curtains for em.Reference to Mark: Mark the Painter.BlackMail / Royal Mail.Tin of green.Jamaican Nastys.+ Gay lap Brothal.Black mark the drug trafficker connected with  power.Proper Curtains.


“Well then your having  tons of gangsters / guns bombs cars vans trucks,bikers foot soldiers the fucking  lot.”







Commentary Continued with a bold voice and drum

 & condemned  him a consultation with the currupt mortician of concrete.



Continued

Black men laughing dirty...5 seconds

Blackest man talking

"The same thug shot another geezers kneecaps off two years or so on he targeted an hardcore biker that time & his Police buddies for a gang raping they’d carried out on a sick individual."

Plus

“I know for a fact the man who lost his legs was a squealer hes been trying to find your mate Jon with Black Magic ever since."

"He never will man" said Mark.The geezers a Gypo he‘ll easily bust open your casket spider."

Also

 “Hes already layed a road over that filth & your legless so quiet.”  




Description & audio  Heavy Guitars

 
Red blue green and yellow on a black background 1 colour at a time ¼ ‘d  rotating clockwise following 


 1 second Silver then gold.


Scrolling along the bottem spelt out with Red blue green and yellow on a red background  changing each second.



Spelt out commentary with the below visual alternating negative positive film 


A selection of the top knives weapons fire arms,Torture devices such as a real nasty piping hot ironing hook,horn spike with ultra sharpened blade .Also an astral projected flying automatic precision guilded laser shanking machine device.


Indian man bouncing a baby bouncer


 “When you grow up young man make sure you eat all the curry powder and you’ll  get a whole packet of peas,yes you clever little curry theres a clever  Ouija board proud of you.” 









Description

Scrolling again on the bottem and top of screen pictures of real world gangs & mafias no names just there colours flags emblems every country in the world photos of all the worlds nastiest leaders…With a regular spray of bullets going randomly across the screen up and down. 


Spelt out commentary of the below  alternating negative positive film flashes of graveyards coffins cows pigs and sheep grazing


Professional gangsters List of nastiest most terrible and easy ways to get rid of anyone rid easily.Missing Persons list sort of thing...

Continued

1.Processed into ten thousand tins of a well known brand of tinned Meatballs and shipped to Europe.
2.Waiting until someone they didn’t like died of natural causes then Ouija Boarded them alive after burying them upside down in a coffin under the ground or any which way also after sticking them fast in concrete then having a road layed over them raised Ouija Boarded them to life…
3.Is to have them tortured tortured shot in the face then cut up into tiny little pieces and feed to hungry cows pigs & sheep.
4.Having the body dug up and processed into maggot meatballs or  Fancy or even Famous meat pies…
5.As the Scottish Clansman did a many a time.Metal plug on the van keys sort of thing then completely melted the accused in a bath of very much stronger then Hydrochloric acid,melted bones an all ...
6.As the tale goes chopped/minced and rolled up in a little rizla paper into tiny small bits feed to Livestock on a farm in Eastern & Western ___________UK.
7.Golden mean




Clansman :Wee boy please don’t say it go on then darling your  Uncle as you know wee Laddy has been given people nightmares  for years and they know that A skelletons one thing but this is 5 & 10 raised in a row Darling theres a wee laddy.+  we’ve all been sending bikers  on holiday for donkeys sent them on  nice holiday they’re never forget laddy…



1 second screen gold then silver  red blue green and yellow.. drum  roll...














Scene 7















Commentary & visuals of this

That same month in the summer of the early 80’s he without provication gave another Teddy Boy a real hammering in prison, shot his head clean off with his preferred fire arm an automatic pistol rifal after.Causing  Prison rioting Jon with two of his 6ft tall brothers on the same wing smashing everyone up and prisoners up on the the roof throwing tiles off plus shouting and jeering at the TV news cameras with bandannas covering their identities with the police and prison officers spraying them with water cannons some prisoners falling to their deaths outrage in the papers and news of brutal police tatics.It all kicked of because the Ted had released a box of nasty tricks/let loose a thousand fleas.You see a coloured fellow lost an eye.   







Continued with Commentary

A big red brick fence covered in scaffolding had a herd/gang of thick div Goats Climbing up it man all summer shouting the fucking odds.Also loads and loads of little yellow graffiti lies all over it.Theres a big spiders web now covering all the right to the top.Suddenly god clap commanded a huge roar of thunder the clever spider of the web crawled plus the fence explodes into pieces to reveal an hundred plus extremely angry,ugly,green/yellow eyed monster troll group calling themselves Hollingdean Wooders the lost losing & lousy jealous loveless loudmouthed  shit worm nasties from under the bridge.Firstly the spider dances a oners twoers smokes,bites it on the ass like a mother then It shot them with big gun in the many two faces.They fell through the ground over and over again forever cursed to face an eternity down on a spike in a pit at the foot of an insignificant small mountain in hell looking forever with hungry jealous eyes into a  dirty & yellow tinted plastic mirror.Zest & Zap.+ eventually they were all feed to animals.








Description


Inmates at all female categry b prision


 “The butch lezza bastard biker is drugs smuggling ,with dirty black Mark these days,at the bomba rasclot dirty respec.







Commentary

 
& female thug fags lezzers on the wing.+ Dressed in denim dungeries She picked up the bald male prison officer and bounced him off the wall grunted “ Girls watch this I’m gonna tear him out now man…tear him out .” 







Description Continued Lasting 1 minute


All known powerful people politicians most famous people of the earth not in any specific order best photographic shots…scrolling upwards on both sides of the screen at a good pace just enough time to quickly see each one.Whilst the same take has advertised all of the top brands/products moving up slightly slower filling the middle of the screen.'Loads of advertising.' 


Complete ½ and 1 whole second screens of red blue green and yellow.always in that order.
Silver then gold for ½ seconds in different shapes combinations.








Another’ Eating Innovation event 

 regarding,a serious incident  Mumbo Jumbo under board spiders.
 @ Top Secret classy  location in African Country :I promise you the black guy wizard me do it man.singing  to me now man how much for that wizard in the window the one with the wizardy tale I do hope that wizards for sale.And he know that I hate all the human fucking race as well  man but this is a powerful wizard. 

 
Trends  Powerful Regimes & Wizards  accounting  for the lost of  the stolen fired food crops.Nasty- Business.But importantly to show meaning  nice relaxed posh restaurant nice ambiance.- Big Business  - Friends Enjoying nice simple pleasures in life…

They ordered man.

“We all  like to try the rice tonight,with are Gorillas,,Couple  rib of  human,strongest  Lagers, for each of us icecreams for afters a bunch of fives & Sugar buns…” Agreed The Wonkyman The Bogeyman + The Smack Wizard + 3 of the most powerful in a wizard. 
Plus 2 muscle man bikers & The President.
 
Remember:
 “In these nightmare parts of the world Mr Bogeyman Spin doctor my friend people with less than less than nothing ,are being murdered every week having they’re heads cut off,people in villages are having their  throats cut out & arses torn out in the night by evil  & cruel dictatorships…“


The meat they were just all about to eat  was’ legal’ gorilla ‘off’ the bone plus  butchered War Chief with salted  Monkey soup plus a large plate & giant dish of hottest plus biggest cooked spiders …
“Waiter! Care!“… said the blackest guy in the whole darn world.“If our  meat is poached or not …As I hope as long as you get me mine before it is coldly stolen it must always to be deep fried served quickly so I can eat it all up quicker than  ever before some even badder fellas than I steals it with my big black lips still on it man.”

”So get us our un-holy grail of good lean meat .” 

“I ordered .” “…”
They ordered
 “4” …
  “6”… 
“10”…
…
“Go on then I’ll have 10 as well.”
…
“Spider ? “ ask the waiter.
“A delicious dish 1 thanx ”…
“2” …
“3...
”4”…
“4 a delicacy.”
“I’ll have ten”
“10 You are a powerful in the wizardry sir…”& “May I recommend you have your  ribs with glazed honey this evening.”
+
” The muscleman biker on the right said. “Interesting top business food all agreed then unbar.I can definitely see Title deeds (I.P.)not tittle tattle mate. ” 

“WOW .“


Toastmaster : ”This restaurants brilliant“… & ”I just normaly prefer normal bull poo,baloney but this is a jewelled golden gift horse this is palomino.”

“WOW .“

“That was a powerful  Astral Projection projected on me.”

“Me too.

“& I.”
 
“Delux entertainment.” 

“Real innovation.”

“ Shamanism plus…”

“ An exotic dish of  Sorcery.”

“Plus Witchcrafting.”

“+ a square shooter  plate of spider.” 


Note: 
Across the other side of this particular restaurant  were 5 of the baddest blood thirstiest fattest black magic monks angrily feasting  upon a large Platter of expertly cooked plus extremely well done selection of crunchy small monkey & Spider monkey limbs with plenty of bush meat on them,Magic mushrooms,cut up Bushmaster & Corn dolly’s + piled so high there was enougth to feed a small Army & Squirarchy.The nosh had been seasoned via the top dodgy spy chef plus with delicate chilli &  potent  curried Tarantula dippers.One of these blackest fellas ? Kept shouting  out about the high priest of Zumoozie  his God Zumoozle & the wickedness they had done whilst golloping down his posh nosh/.Amen.

Alot of  food  had been lovingly  carefully  hooked out of dangerous ground traps by an always been dead little Spirit girl with the deeds of dead having all the coloured code keys  to the lock of the Spidery.She sold the meat at a good price regulary to the resturaunt  very pleased /  happy month in month out she walked home with even enougth money to feed her entire village Englishman at eight o'clock.








Description

Gold & silver alternating lines going across left to right lasting 5 seconds.
















Scene 8















Description

Gold and silver lines going bottem to top for 5seconds 


Following that a silver sun on a cool blue background  2 seconds later gold moon on a deep red background.


Then black and white circles alternating for 4 seconds going inwards then outwards 4 followed by  horizontal lines upwards for 1.









Commentary


Signalizing sending signals on street.

Bogeyman voice “Did you see that blood he was talking on a walkie talkie or something.”
 






 Commentary Continued

Hard wear store in Portsmouth United Kingdom.Thinking to myself that that he’d been so psychic to knowing black mark was playing an altogether different ball game.Saying before time “The Mark geezers at the completey different side of the park .”Other things predicted by my one such as the death metre cuboard where I would be living then having a tradgic accident on the street .“What happened,why am I here ?”Asking the the Drs / nurses again. After coming around from a three and ½ week induced coma thank god literally he is now making a stable improvement in his condition.“That man is an absolute fighter." Stated  I plus  definatley not a cry baby thought all of the Heavenly Angels & Cheifs completely shrugged it off like a cold.

“Brilliant.” 


Red 1 second,

Black and white chequers 1.

Blue 1. 

Red & Black chequers 2.

Green and yellow horizontal lines going down 2. 

Silver gold silver gold ½ second a piece.








Commantary with visual 

'The Tactitioner’ ran into the room everyone messed themselves with terrible terrible terrible terrible fear …This Tactitioner became so tall iain almost the size of 2 houses everyone always runs from anything that resembles Pinhead iain.
In fact everytime The Tactitioner arrives in the film hes such a giant that The Tactitioner sometimes is as big as a  Pylon always attacking with biggest dangerous power guns shooting magic pins plus powers of wizardry powerful sorcery alchemy & Ouija board.


Black man "Justice has to be done one day iain."

"The Tactitioner is off terrorising someone else for someone else at the moment iain."







Commentary

This Fellow Tactitioner never appears less than 5  foot 9 inches tall small plus is the blackest man ‘The’ Terri list Tactitioner with a power dazzeling sun golden plus jumper has the ‘old cold’/ 


"Which wizard sir I’m confused  alot lots & lots powerful lots of  black and white magic powers."


Spelt out with black white lines going down the screen 

Always  always always he is bad oh my he is the baddest innovator…He  eats  anyone’s  man Monkey Witchcraft Monkey in Spider  on a piece of  burnt bounty  'it’ toasting loaf  plus sweetie  bars sorcery sugar buns  spices  and  Voodoo Sorcery  Alchemia Arts + ‘powers‘ more powerful then the most powerful minus medusa & king midas … Trust me turning away from this fellow looking back at him he will be twice as big as just before now,if thrice instantly you turn to stone in  the quickest flash of brilliant silver lightening exoticness. He became so strong in time with far more too many looks to the left then anyone else singular plus such a fright that God  Almighty... 



black white lines going down the screen  & red cross moving up the screen in 1 second







Commentary Continuing

...even granted him his own place amongst the stars as  constallation north of the north star and Orion he wasn’t a big head about it though iain as even The Tactitioner who looks a bit like Pinhead understands that eventually all of the stars in the heavens burn out  to everlasting.







Description 

Fade in audio of a waterful and babbling brooke. with the following lasting 1 minute

Finest Silks & spices quality  running through & over themselves all there dazzling fire and exotic rich colours lasting 10 seconds  plus 3 thin titled banners going along the bottem + top of the frame displaying URLS of the best websites of the world.Amazing.
















Scene 9














Commentary

+ After a whole day of Doing the wall of death on motorcycles…


‘Jons’ brother sternly said “Well if they make a move on any of us with 2 phonecalls sweet as I’ll have the entire city come to a standstill.”  

They all agreed and the tallest brother went back to throwing his knives.Staging area.



Colours flags of every country in the world with the worlds dictators .Soldiers pushing war buttons with pictures of missiles + with a spray of bullets going randomly across the screen north south east west above & below.










Description Continued 

For 1 second  plate of egg & chips.




Complete ½ and then 1 whole second screens of red blue green and yellow.



Silver then gold for ½ second twice. With drum beat




Armed Robbery gone wrong.Back at the den afterwoods.


"We explained we got the money  & the the stupid f bank clerk ran at me babbling like a crazy idiot so I beat the living daylights out of him then shot him in the face twice fucking crazy." 


NEWS BULLITIN OF THE BUNGLED ARMED ROBBERY WAS THE MAIN NEWS FOR WEEKS.





The climax of the Magic element…Special ingenious and innovative imaginative use of weaponry and psychic ability Ultra flash and cool battle scene.Flash Magic,Sorcery plus innovation bad Witchcraft fight to the death.Flying around on wires with super fast athletic ability plus exotic wizard powers never seen before.Lots of projections of multi coloured flashes & bending of  light/casting on & out earth water  fire air spells/complicated hand/finger encarntations.







With Commentary in parts of the following 

"Every bit of tat the Alchemist transmuted into the finest gold,silver & diamonds..." 


"Eagal wings helmet and sandals a many winged creature demon down yeacower."


"Plus plus plus plus plus ...Ouija board alive,Sorcery & Alchemy  ++++++ Enochian magic tis & + soiled belly shamanism  wizard Astral project Merlin the wizard sir.Which wizard ? ...Merlin the wizzzzzaaaaarrrrrd..." 


The one with the light blue gown /pointed hat with  silver moons gold suns that magic move about  around the fabric plus out of his attire hands & eyes.”









Continued 

With Commentary

 A take of a woman lying under plastic blankets on floor Magicked by a floorboard spider noticed the deal with 8 eyes crawling menacingly  up from under the floor board looking for its tea & wizard biscuits... Boogieman Masters/ Dark Masters+ Boogieman Masters Darkest Sorcery Masters Masters. Nightmares years.

5 second shot of Merlin the wizard again with laser bolts of blue lightning out his eyes man.







Commentary with a rougth computer voice

Being the 3rd most powerful in the wizard after the Devil an easy 2nd. The1st being God the creator of everything in fact God defeated the Devil at ‘all’ skills/in wizardry he again deafeted The Devil 1 minute past 12 midnight the witching hour at witchcraft sparred another 59 minutes.The Devil in a bout of wizardy explained to I that he shouted to God  I’ll have your fucking eye out for another one like that next time God then the lord took his eye  replaced it/made /gave him another chance iain ”Of course the sparring between God & the Devil of everything took place before the universe even came into Creation iain via Gods inventive eyesight God being Good the ‘O’ withen it made into a halo.Devil the ‘D’ added to evil meaning an inexperienced labourer to a skilled technician / practitioner and  Old & Devil minus the eye to teach him a f****** lesson.


Audio Fast drum beat visual 1 second red blue green yellow silver gold in succession.



 



 
Commentary with trumpets

Plus with the Lord President of the Council,Lord Privy Seal,Lords Temporal.My Lords Ladies & Gentleman Lord Chief Justice + Santa Claus.Plus 7 heavenly trumpets playing & harps.

The Lords Prayer.Spelt out with different tune of trumpets

Our Father who art in heaven hallowed be thy name.Thy Kingdom come Thy will be done on earth as it is in Heaven.Give us each day Our daily bread and forgive us our tresspasses as we forgive those that tresspass against us & not to lead us into temptation.For Thine is the Power and the Glory Forever & Ever Amen.    
 
1/2 second red,blue green yellow silver gold.That’s  it.





GOD THE FATHER INSPIRED BY MY FATHERS FATHER.
For Dad.




 

